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By Jackie Clay-Atkinson



Issue #169 • January/February, 2018

As a veterinary field technician for more than 20 years, I saw firsthand the frustration and heartbreak when...            


            
        


        
	
 

	

        

        

        
            How to buy your first sheep without getting shorn
            
                                                                            

        


        


        
        

        

        
            How to butcher a chicken in 20 minutes or less
            
                                                                            

        


        


        
        

        

        
            Hog butchering — Using everything but the squeal
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                An Introduction to Small-Scale Home Hydroponics
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 

	

        
            

            
                Harvest your own firewood
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                The joys of making soap
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                Pysanki — You can make those biddies pay!
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By Tom Kovach




Issue #119 • September/October, 2009



Testing the soil content of a garden is very important and is quite easy to do. Soil tests...                

            


        


        
        
            

            
            Pruning Blueberries

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    By Kristina Seleshanko
When we purchased our mountaintop homestead, I was excited to discover four blueberry bushes that were already established on our property. Not...                
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By Alice B. Yeager
Photos by James O. Yeager




Issue #62 • March/April, 2000




If you are prudish, narrow-minded or puritanical, read no further as this article...                
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By Tom Kovach




Issue #65 • September/October, 2000



Having the best vegetable garden in the village might put food on the table and make some money at the market, but it also can cause some problems. Or so it was with my grandfather, the mayor of a small village in Hungary,...                    
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                        George Washington Carver — He wrote the book on self-reliance
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By John Silveira




Issue #31 • January/February, 1995



"What were you listening to when I got to your house? Sounded nice. I don't think I've ever heard it before."

O.E. MacDougal looked at me from across the table. He's the poker playing friend of Dave Duffy, the fellow who publishes this magazine....                    
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                        From Martha and Abigail to Dolley and Louisa, America’s earliest First Ladies were fascinating
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By John Silveira




Issue #29 • September/October, 1994



(This is a four-part series. Click the links to navigate to parts one, two, three, and four.)
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times...wait a minute, it was the worst of times. I was getting ready to head for...                    
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By Marcella Shaffer




Issue #64 • July/August, 2000



There is a big difference between home dairying to produce food for your family and dairying to sell...            


            
        


        
	
 

	

        
            
                
                            

            Kinder goats — A small breed for milk and meat


            
                                                            



            
                




By Kathleen Sanderson




Issue #95 • September/October, 2005



I have had dairy goats for most of the last 20 years or so and have raised almost...            
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                Frostbite — Don’t flirt with this sneaky danger
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 

	

        
            

            
                Jim Van Camp: Coffee roaster, painter
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                Want More Fruit From Less Space? Espalier Your Trees!

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Rev. J.D. Hooker




Issue #79 • January/February, 2003



After originating in the semi-arid regions of the middle east, espaliering (is-'pal-yer-ing) became a commonly employed fruit tree growing method of the Greco-Roman world. Later, during the...                
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By Setanta O'Ceillaigh


<!--
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Issue #160 • July/August, 2016


The cycle never ends: As soon as one garden pest is dealt with, another takes its place. Last...                
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